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ABSTRACT
Deep learning (DL) systems are complex component-based systems, which consist of core program (code implementation and data), Python (language and interpreter), third-party libraries, low-level libraries, development tools, OS, and hardware environments. Incompatible interaction between components would cause serious compatibility issues, substantially affecting the development and deployment processes. What types of compatibility issues are frequently exposed in DL systems? What are the root causes of such issues and how do developers fix them? How far are we from automatically detecting and fixing DL compatibility issues? Although there are many existing studies on DL bugs, the characteristics of DL compatibility issues have rarely been systematically studied and the above questions remain largely unexplored. To fill this gap, we conduct the first comprehensive empirical study to characterize compatibility issues in DL systems. Through analyzing 352 DL compatibility issues classified from 3,072 posts on Stack Overflow, we present their types, manifestation stages, and symptoms. We further summarize the root causes and common fixing strategies, and conduct a tool survey on the current research status of automated detection and repair of DL compatibility issues. Our study allows researchers and practitioners to gain a better understanding of DL compatibility issues and can facilitate future tool development.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the continuous evolution of deep learning (DL) technology, numerous DL-related software systems have been ubiquitously produced and deployed, such as medical imaging [62], autonomous driving cars [83], and various software engineering tasks [47, 98, 112, 118, 132]. Like traditional software [66, 82, 101, 116], developing and deploying DL systems also face different types of compatibility issues, which tend to trigger unexpected problems, significantly obstructing the development and deployment processes.

As shown in Figure 1, DL systems are composed of several complex and interdependent components, including core program (code implementation and data), programming language (mainly referred to Python and its interpreter), third-party libraries (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch, Numpy, and Pandas), low-level libraries (e.g., CUDA, cuDNN, drivers, and many system libraries), development tools (e.g., GCC, Bazel, and PyCharm), operating systems (OS, e.g., Windows, Linux, and macOS), and hardware environments (e.g., CPU, GPU, and TPU). To satisfy the requirements of different software and
hardware environments, considering their frequently evolving versions, such components are specific and often incompatible with each other. Thus, compatible component-to-component interactions must be specified in accordance with certain constraints to make DL systems run normally.

On the one hand, APIs in third-party libraries are frequently changing due to fixing bugs, adding new features, and optimizing code implementation [43]. These coding activities may bring serious backward-breaking changes. One typical case is the change related to API usage, which offers an interface for developers to directly use a library feature in building core programs. Using removed or renamed APIs (e.g., function getting removed or renamed) in the program will inevitably cause the collapse of DL systems [129].

On the other hand, DL systems can only be built upon specific versions of components. Incompatible version combinations will cause unexpected issues during the installation or execution of DL systems. For example, according to the official installation guide [102], the low-level library for performing GPU computing of TensorFlow-GPU 1.2 should be CUDA 8. If users choose CUDA 7.5, no error message will appear in the TensorFlow installation stage. However, the system will throw an ImportError during execution, since the corresponding runtime CUDA file cannot be found, as reported in a Stack Overflow (SO) post [10]. In addition, due to API-breaking changes that occurred in the evolution of libraries, the interaction between third-party libraries should also rely on specific combinations of versions [124].

Although compatibility issues are commonly observed in DL systems, these issues are often challenging to locate and fix, especially for the one who is unfamiliar with the interaction between different components. In particular, when the system throws an exception at runtime, it is difficult for users to determine whether the root cause is induced by the incompatibility between software and hardware environments, the version mismatch between third-party libraries, or the breaking-changed API of third-party libraries used in the core program.

For example, another SO post reported that a developer tried to perform the object detection finetuning tutorial from PyTorch on a Linux laptop with a Nvidia GPU, but kept getting the TypeError [27], i.e., object of type 'class 'numpy.float64' cannot be safely interpreted as an integer'. Strangely, the error did not happen on his home computer with the same OS and GPU environment a day before. He spent about 15 hours investigating the root cause and finally realized that in a recent release (i.e., Numpy 1.18.0), the num parameter in numpy.linspace() no longer accepts the float type. Hence, anyone who uses pycocotools API with Numpy 1.18.0 will encounter the same error. Simply downgrading the Numpy version to 1.17.4 solves this issue.

Therefore, it is practically valuable to study the characteristics of DL compatibility issues. Since DL systems have become more and more popular and important nowadays, there are many studies related to different comprehensive taxonomies of DL bugs [38, 39, 45, 46, 67, 68, 70, 122, 125, 127]. However, none of these studies specifically focus on the analysis of DL compatibility issues. Besides, existing efforts have primarily concentrated on analyzing the API evolution of Python libraries [44, 91, 128, 129] and resolving dependency conflicts in Python programs [42, 64, 84, 111]. For example, Zhang et al. [129] analyzed the evolution patterns of six Python framework APIs (i.e., TensorFlow, Keras, Scikit-learn, Pandas, Flask, and Django) and compatibility issues caused by breaking-changed APIs. Ye et al. [124] proposed a tool called PyEGo that aims to automatically infer compatible versions of Python, third-party libraries, and system libraries. However, these studies focus on a specific aspect of DL compatibility issues, but lack a comprehensive understanding of the prevalent types, symptoms, root causes, and fixing solutions of compatibility issues in DL systems.

To bridge this knowledge gap, in this paper, we conduct systematic study on compatibility issues in DL systems. First, we collect 3,072 posts from the official SO data dump using five tags (i.e., tensorflow, keras, pytorch, caffe, and theano) related to the five most discussed DL libraries on SO and 12 keywords (i.e., compatibility, version, evolution, exception, typeerror, attributeerror, importerror, modulenotfounderror, runtimeerror, compatible, cuda, cudnn). Then, we perform manual classification on these posts to identify DL compatibility issues (i.e., 352) and further investigate their characteristics. Last, we conduct a tool survey to study the current state of relevant research on automated detection and repair of DL compatibility issues. Our work mainly focuses on answering the following three research questions (RQs).

- **RQ1.** What types of compatibility issues are frequently exposed in DL systems?
- **RQ2.** What are the root causes of DL compatibility issues and how do developers fix them?
- **RQ3.** How far are we from automatically detecting and fixing DL compatibility issues?

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

- **Definition.** A list of components (including core program, Python, third-party library, low-level library, development tool, OS, and hardware) in DL systems, and the definition of DL compatibility issues (Section 2).
- **Empirical Study.** We conduct the first empirical study of DL compatibility issues by analyzing 352 issues classified from 3,072 SO posts (Sections 3 and 4).
- **Tool Survey.** We survey 15 tools relevant to detecting and fixing DL compatibility issues selected from the most recent editions (18-22) of the top SE conferences, i.e., ICSE, FSE, and ASE (Section 5).
• **Implications and Suggestions.** We compare compatibility issues in DL systems with those in traditional software systems and provide implications and suggestions for researchers and practitioners based on our empirical findings (Section 6).
• **Datasets.** We release the replication dataset with a detailed instruction document of DL compatibility issues (Section 10).

2 DL COMPATIBILITY ISSUES

DL System: In this study, we define a DL system as the composition of seven interdependent components, including core program, Python, third-party library, low-level library, development tool, OS, and hardware, as depicted in Figure 1. Each component is briefly described as follows:

(1) Core Program (CORE): The core program (CORE) consists of code implementation and data. Code implementation mainly includes data processing, model definition, hyper-parameter settings, and the optimization training process [88]. Data stands for the datasets used in model development and deployment.

(2) Python: Python, the programming language and its interpreter environment, provides the syntax and runtime environment to implement and execute the core program. For example, the core program can be written in Python 2 or Python 3. In this study, we consider Python as the major programming language used for implementing DL systems.

(3) Third-party Library (TPL): TPLs provide predefined functions through APIs, which are used by developers to implement corresponding features in the core program as well as other TPLs. For example, DL frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch) provide the features to build and optimize DL models. Numpy and Pandas offer several data processing functions. Using APIs from TPLs can simplify and accelerate software development [109].

(4) Low-level Library (LLL): LLLs provide APIs to access hardware and system resources, which are fundamental parts required by several TPLs. For example, the GPU computing operations of TensorFlow are performed through CUDA/cuDNN libraries [88]. Besides, system libraries (e.g., Glibc and Glibcx) provide standard C/C++ APIs and OS-specific APIs for TPLs, since the low-level implementation of many TPLs was written in C/C++ [124].

(5) Development Tool (DEV): DEVs are the tools used in development and deployment processes, usually related to building/compiling, executing activities, etc. For example, Bazel is the official tool for building TensorFlow from source [36].

(6) Operating System (OS): OS provides the software computing environment. Common OSs in DL systems include Windows, Linux, and macOS.

(7) Hardware: Hardware provides the hardware computing environment for DL systems [119]. Typical computing devices include CPU, GPU, and TPU.

DL Compatibility Issue: Based on the above definition, we define the DL compatibility issue as the incompatible interaction problem between components in the DL system.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data Collection

3.1.1 Stack Overflow Data. To study compatibility issues in DL systems, we have collected data from Stack Overflow (SO), one of the most popular question-answering sites concentrating on programming-related questions [121]. Posts on SO are frequently updated. This may bring potential threats to the reliability of our findings. Thus, we used the official stack exchange data dump released at archive.org [35], which provides each separate part of the whole SO website, including Posts, Users, Votes, Comments, PostHistory, PostLinks, Tags, and PostLinks.

The latest SO dump data was published on June 6, 2022, when we started this work, and later updated on October 5, 2022. To guarantee questions reflect the latest issues that DL developers and users encountered, we used the data released on October 5, 2022. In our study, we downloaded stackoverflow.com-Posts.7z and stackoverflow.com-Tags.7z, which contain Posts.xml and Tags.xml respectively, as the raw data.

3.1.2 Data Collection Process. There are 23,020,127 question posts in the collected SO dump data, spanning from July 2008 to October 2022. We defined the following five rules as the criteria to sample a small set as our classification data:

**Rule 1.** The post is a question post. The field PostTypeId in Posts.xml represents the type of a post: 1 for a question post and 2 for an answer post [121].

**Rule 2.** The post is still open for discussion. Some posts are labeled as closed due to duplication, needing details or clarification, or out of topic. These posts may not have sufficient information for our analysis. To ensure the reliability of our study, we discarded such closed posts.

**Rule 3.** The post has an accepted answer and the score (computed by upvotes minus downvotes) of the post is no less than 3. Posts with accepted answers indicate that the issues have been resolved, as recognized by the original posters [41, 67]. To further ensure the quality and quantity of posts [68], we set a minimum score threshold of 3.

**Rule 4.** The post contains at least one of the five tags, i.e., `tensorflow`, `keras`, `pytorch`, `caffe`, and `theano`. These five tags represent the five most discussed DL libraries on SO, according to the number of related posts.

**Rule 5.** The post’s title or body contains at least one of the 12 keywords, i.e., `compatibility`, `version`, `evolution`, `exception`, `typeerror`, `attributeerror`, `importerror`, `modulenotfounderror`, `runtimeerror`, `compatible`, `cuda`, and `cudnn`. The first seven keywords are adopted from [129], where the authors used them to search for compatibility issues in GitHub related to the API evolution of Python TPLs. Based on our domain knowledge in developing and testing DL projects, we extend the keyword set by adding five new keywords, i.e., `modulenotfounderror`, `runtimeerror`, `compatible`, `cuda`, and `cudnn`.

Based on the above filtering conditions, we developed Python scripts to automatically extract tags and posts from Tags.xml and Posts.xml files. Finally, 3,072 posts are collected for further manual classification, as shown in Table 1.\(^1\)

3.2 DL Compatibility Issues Classification

To identify and characterize DL compatibility issues, we performed an iterative manual labeling process by following the widely-adopted

\(^1\)The sum of the number of posts in each tag exceeds 3,072 because a post can have multiple tags.
open coding procedure [107], as shown in Figure 3. Two annotators (i.e., co-authors of this paper), who are all familiar with DL project development, spent five months on the classification. In each iteration, a third author participated in the discussion to solve the inconsistencies and finally reached a consensus. To measure the inter-rater agreement between two annotators, we calculated Cohen’s kappa coefficient for each iteration [104]. The iterations are as follows:

**Iteration 1.** For the 3,072 posts, we analyzed three parts in a post, i.e., the question descriptions (including code snippets, exception information (e.g., traceback) and the attached external links), the answers in the post, and the comments discussed by users. Two annotators independently inspected these sources of data on the SO website, which has better readability than the Posts.xml. Since the online post may be further updated, we compared the last modified dates between the online post and the extracted one from Posts.xml to ensure consistency. If the dates are different, we ignore the new information (e.g., new answers or comments) posted on the website after the last modified date recorded in Posts.xml.

In this iteration, we first checked whether a post discusses a DL compatibility issue, according to the definitions described in Section 2. Specifically, we focused on the information related to the version change of components, such as TPLs, LLLs, and Python. If there is no such information, we further checked whether the issue was induced by API evolution.

If a post is labeled as Yes, we further described corresponding counterparts of the issues, i.e., the incompatible problem was induced between which components, the manifestation stage of such issue, and the consequent impact on the DL system. If the poster did not specify the version of the incompatible component, we can infer the range of versions prior to the post submission time by examining the release history on GitHub and the Python-PyPI repository. It is noted that the library in an issue could be different from the tag attached to the post since the tag is a general label related to the discussion topic on SO. Besides, we also recorded the solution posted by the accepted answer and described the root cause based on our own understanding. If posts do not contain sufficient information to be classified as a compatibility issue or not, we label them as Unknown. Posts related to API misuse and usage query, general questions asking for code implementation to a specific function, and environment configuration issues related to missing required dependencies caused by forgetting to configure/install necessary components but not due to version mismatch, are labeled as No.

We then cross-checked the labeling results and mainly compared the identification of compatibility issues and their stage and impact. The value of Cohen’s kappa coefficient is 0.89 in this iteration.

**Iteration 2.** In the second iteration, we independently relabeled all posts based on the preliminary classification from the first round. In particular, we focused on the type of DL compatibility issues, i.e., to determine which two components introduce the issue. To further understand and identify the type, we created virtual environments using Conda [32], trying to reproduce the reported issues, according to the given versions of Python and TPLs. For the compatibility issues related to CORE and TPL, we used git blame to identify the commit on GitHub that introduced the API changes and further labeled the API evolution pattern by adopting the taxonomy from [44]. Note that the reproduction process helps us to match the incompatible library version with the specific breaking changes that were introduced. For example, the code snippet runs normally in version V1, but crashes in the subsequent version V2. By reproducing, we updated the labeling results of DL compatibility issues, solutions, and root causes with more detailed information. Misclassified posts in the first iteration can be further verified. The value of Cohen’s kappa coefficient in this iteration is 0.92.

**Iteration 3.** In the last round, we focused on the labeling of solutions and root causes of DL compatibility issues. Specifically, we further checked whether the proposed solution is effective according to discussions posted by users and our reproducing results. Since posts could have several answers, we concentrated on analyzing those, whose submitted time is close to the issue posted time. Due to the evolving versions of components, new answers (solutions) are often not appropriate for the original issue, which was posted years ago. We finally summarized the solutions and root causes of the DL compatibility issues. The value of Cohen’s kappa coefficient is 0.95 for the last iteration.

After three iterations, we classified 352 DL compatibility issues from 3,072 SO posts. Table 1 depicts the distribution of the 352 issues in the set of SO posts. Note that the sum of the number of posts is greater than 352, as a post can have more than one tag.

### 4 ANALYSIS RESULTS

#### 4.1 RQ1: Types, Stages and Symptoms

#### 4.1.1 Types. Based on the classification process described above, we classified the 352 compatibility issues in DL systems into nine types, including CORE-TPL, TPL-TPL, TPL-LLL, TPL-Python, TPL-Hardware, TPL-OS, TPL-DEV, LLL-Hardware, and others, as shown in Figure 2. Each issue is labeled as one leaf category of our classification taxonomy. Below, we will discuss each type in detail.
(1) Core Program and Third-party Library (CORE-TPL): This is the most common type (115/32.7%) of DL compatibility issues. Developers usually use APIs from a specific version of TPLs to implement the core program. If the installed version is different from the used one, compatibility issues are likely to occur, due to API evolution [129]. According to a newer or older installed version than the used one, CORE-TPL issues can be further classified as backward-incompatible (69) and forward-incompatible (46).

For example, Figure 4 shows a backward-incompatible issue [8]. The error occurred when importing class Merge from keras.layers.core. This is because class Merge has been moved to another module since version 2.0 [50]. The same import statement can be executed under version 1.2.2. On the contrary, Figure 5 shows a forward-incompatible issue [7], in which an error appeared when calling TensorFlow API tf.nn.sigmoid_cross_entropy_with_logits() with parameter labels in the core program. The parameter labels was added in TensorFlow 1.0.0 [49], while the developer installed an older version (e.g., 0.12). In addition, we found that the top five TPLs of CORE-TPL issues are TensorFlow (63), Keras (34), PyTorch (6), Theano (3), and TorchText (2).

Finding 1: CORE-TPL (32.7%) is the most frequent type of DL compatibility issues. 60.0% of CORE-TPL issues are backward-incompatible issues, and the remaining 40.0% are forward-incompatible issues. Most (84.3%) of CORE-TPL issues are related to TensorFlow (54.8%) and Keras (29.5%).

(2) Third-party Library and Third-party Library (TPL-TPL): is the second most frequent type (88/25.0%). Developing Python TPLs also relies on several other TPLs. The triggering factor of TPL-TPL mainly lies in the installation of TPLs with incompatible versions. Since TPLs are frequently evolving [91], it is often difficult for users to choose compatible versions, especially when the constraint condition (e.g., requirements.txt) is not provided [124]. We found the top four related TPLs of TPL-TPL issues are TensorFlow (67), Keras (42), Numpy (9), and Theano (5). In particular, TensorFlow-Keras introduces the most issues (37), as they have a strong version constraint and a large user population.

Keras provides user-friendly API for building neural networks and supports multi backends [68], e.g., TensorFlow and Theano. For example, Figure 6 shows a compatibility issue induced by incompatible versions of Keras and TensorFlow. The exception occurred inside Keras when invoking TensorFlow API tf.nn.leaky_relu().

Finding 2: TPL-TPL (25.0%) is the second most common type of DL compatibility issues. 76.1% of TPL-TPL issues are induced between TensorFlow and other TPLs, of which Keras accounts for 55.2%.

(3) Third-party Library and Low-level Library (TPL-LLL): 59 issues are caused by incompatible versions between TPLs and LLLs, accounting for 16.8%. Among them, 41 issues are related to TPL-CUDA/cuDNN. In particular, TensorFlow and CUDA, TensorFlow and cuDNN introduce 25 and 15 issues, respectively. One issue is related to both. Unlike PyTorch which integrates CUDA/cuDNN in its installation wheel [29], using GPU for accelerating DL model training by TensorFlow requires users to install and configure respective compatible CUDA/cuDNN versions according to the TensorFlow versions [102]. For example, Figures 8 and 9 illustrate two typical compatibility issues related to TensorFlow and CUDA/cuDNN. During runtime, TensorFlow throws an ImportError since 1libcudart.so.7.0 can not be found [3]. This implies that TensorFlow requires CUDA 7 to perform GPU computing, but the installed CUDA version is 5.5. Besides, the cuDNN issue depicted in Figure 9 describes that the version of cuDNN library that TensorFlow compiled against (i.e., 5.1.3) is incompatible with the configured cuDNN library (i.e., 5.0.5) at runtime [5].

Finding 3: TPL-LLL (16.8%) is the third most frequent type of DL compatibility issues. 69.5% of LLLs are CUDA and cuDNN, while the remaining 30.5% are related to Nvidia GPU drivers and system libraries (e.g., glibc, libstdc++, and boost).
Finding 4: 9.4% of DL compatibility issues are related to TPL-Python.

Finding 5: TPL-Hardware accounts for 6.2% of DL compatibility issues. 50.0% of TPL-Hardware issues are caused by the incompatibility between TensorFlow and CPU.

Finding 6: Third-party Library and Operating System (TPL-OS): 12 DL compatibility issues are TPL-OS, accounting for 3.4%. Common OS types in this category are macOS (5), Linux (3), Windows (3), and Raspian Lite OS (1). We can observe from the example shown in Figure 12 that, a symbol was missing in _cpu_feature_guard.so when importing TensorFlow on macOS (11.0) [31]. This is because the installed TensorFlow version was built for macOS 12.3.

Finding 7: 2.8% of DL compatibility issues are related to TPL-DEV.

Finding 8: Low-level Library and Hardware (LLL-Hardware): Five issues are classified as LLL-Hardware, accounting for 1.4%. This category mainly includes incompatibility between CUDA/cuDNN and GPU. For example, CUDA 9 does not support GPU architecture compute_20 and sm_20 [11]. Nvidia Fermi M2090 is a GPU with compute capability 2.0 that does not support cuDNN library [1].

Finding 9: DL compatibility issues can also be related to CORE-Python, LLL-LLL, OS-Hardware, and DEV-Hardware.

Figure 14 shows the evolution of DL compatibility issues. Over time, all types of DL compatibility issues show an increasing trend. Among these types, CORE-TPL, TPL-TPL, and TPL-LLL have received more attention from developers. With the evolution of DL frameworks, API signatures and behaviors inevitably change to accommodate new requirements, resulting in incompatible APIs (CORE-TPL). Besides, the integration of different TPLs when building DL systems often leads to version mismatches between the libraries involved, causing more TPL-TPL issues. Moreover, TPL-LLL issues have become more prevalent because DL systems often require DL frameworks to interact with low-level libraries such as TensorFlow.
while only 52 issues were found in the installation stage. This indicates that most DL compatibility issues are not explicit, and often expose only at runtime. In particular, most of CORE-TPL (100%), TPL-TPL (94.3%), TPL-LLL (94.9%), and TPL-Hardware (95.5%) occurred during execution. In most cases, compatibility issues would occur when CORE/TPL dynamically invokes other TPLs’ APIs.

On the contrary, most of TPL-Python (84.8%) and TPL-DEV (60.0%) issues are manifested during the installation stage. For example, 28 TPL-Python issues are related to the installation stage. Given a TPL, its supported Python versions are often limited, especially for an older Python version (e.g., 2.7 [6]) or a recently released Python version (e.g., Figure 10). Moreover, the number of compatibility issues related to TPL-OS is the same during installation and execution, both of which are 6. For LLL-Hardware, three issues occurred in the execution stage, while other two occurred during installation.

Finding 10: Most (85.2%) of DL compatibility issues were exposed during the execution stage. CORE-TPL (100%), TPL-TPL (94.3%), TPL-LLL (94.9%), and TPL-Hardware (95.5%) are prone to occur during execution, while TPL-Python (84.8%) and TPL-DEV (60.0%) are likely to appear in the installation.

4.3 Symptoms. We classified the impact of compatibility issues on DL systems into three categories:

• Breaking. The issue led to the failure of components at the installation stage or the termination of the program during execution.

• Low Performance. The issue caused a low execution efficiency.

• Unexpected Behavior. The issue resulted in unexpected results but the systems did not throw an exception during execution.

We found that 321 DL compatibility issues have a breaking impact on both the installation and execution stages. For example, Figure 12 shows that the system encounters an OSError during execution. The large proportion of breaking impact on DL systems shows the necessity and urgency to develop tools for detecting and repairing such issues [106, 124, 129].

Table 3: Distribution of Root Causes and Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>VMCL</th>
<th>VMLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORE-TPL</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL-TPL</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL-LLL</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL-Hardware</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL-DEV</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPL-Python</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLL-Hardware</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although there are only a few compatibility issues that cause low performance (28) and unexpected behavior (3) to DL systems, their impact is not negligible. For the example displayed in Figure 11, due to the TPL-Hardware issue, the system will perform model training on the CPU. This will significantly impact the model training efficiency. In addition, API evolution may lead to unexpected behavior in the code implementation. For example, torch.arange() returns a tensor of type float for 0.4.0 while it returns a tensor of type long for 0.4.1 [16].

Finding 11: Most (91.2%) of DL compatibility issues have a breaking impact on the installation stage or execution stage of DL systems.

4.2 RQ2: Root Causes and Solutions

4.2.1 Root Causes. We identified the following three root causes of DL compatibility issues, including API incompatibility, unsupported component, and version mismatch between compiled and runtime libraries. Table 3 depicts the distribution of root causes of DL compatibility issues across the types.

(1) Root Cause 1: API Incompatibility. The DL compatibility issue is caused by the API evolution breaking the forward and/or backward compatibility. We can observe from Table 3 that API incompatibility is the most common root cause that induced DL compatibility issues (192/352). According to the interaction between components, API incompatibility can be further divided into two subcategories: version mismatch between CORE and libraries’ APIs (VMCL: 115/192) and version mismatch between libraries’ APIs (VMLL: 77/192).

Finding 12: API incompatibility is the most common root cause, accounting for 54.5%. Of which, 59.9% are caused by VMCL and 40.1% are induced by VMLL.

Version Mismatch Between CORE and Libraries’ APIs (VMCL) (115/192). It can be seen from Table 3 that all the CORE-TPL issues are introduced by VMCL. We further analyzed the API evolution pattern (adopted from [44]) in these issues, as shown in Table 4. Note that in the table, we categorize the rename and relocated patterns as part of the rename pattern. Specifically, RemoveAlias (16.5%), RemoveModule (16.5%), AddParameter (9.6%), RemoveFunction (8.7%), RemoveClass (7.8%), and AddFunction (7.0%) are the top six API evolution patterns, accounting for 66.1%. It is noted that RemoveAlias is mainly found in the issues related to TensorFlow. For example, in order to make APIs of TensorFlow 1.0 compatible with TensorFlow 2.0, developers usually remove the original alias and add a new one, such as changing tf.get_variable to tf.compat.v1.get_variable [26]. In addition, although developers usually attempted to not breaking backward compatibility when changing APIs, these API evolution changes introduced 38.3% forward-incompatible issues, as mentioned in Finding 1.
We found that some graph operations when using TensorFlow [15]. 64-bit Python shown in Figure 10. Google TPU does not support for specific environments. For example, TensorFlow only supports TPL-Python common root cause that exists in all the types of DL compatibility installation and/or execution of DL systems. UC is the second most frequent exception type in API incompatibility issues, as shown in Table 5. Finding 15: 30.7% of DL compatibility issues are caused by UC, which is the second most common root cause. Besides, UC is one of the root causes of all types except CORE-TPL.

### Table 4: API Evolution Patterns in VMCL-Issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th># Issues</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alias</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Distribution of Exceptions in VMCL and VMLL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exception</th>
<th>VMLL</th>
<th>VMCL</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RuntimeError</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImportError</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttributeError</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TypeError</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding 13: The most common API evolution patterns related to VMCL issues are RemoveAlias (16.5%), RemoveModule (16.5%), AddParameter (9.6%), RemoveFunction (8.7%), RemoveClass (7.8%), and AddFunction (7.0%).

### Table 6: Distribution of Solutions to API Incompatibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>VMCL</th>
<th>VMLL</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version Change</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Change</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Distribution of Solutions to UC and VMCRL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>UC</th>
<th>VMCRL</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version Change</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Change</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding 14: AttributeError, ImportError, and TypeError are the top three exceptions caused by API incompatibility.

Finding 15: 30.7% of DL compatibility issues are caused by UC, which is the second most common root cause. Besides, UC is one of the root causes of all types except CORE-TPL.

(2) Root Cause 2: Unsupported Component (UC). 108 compatibility issues are caused by using unsupported components to the installation and/or execution of DL systems. UC is the second most common root cause that exists in all the types of DL compatibility issues except CORE-TPL. We can observe from Table 3 that all the TPL-Python, TPL-Hardware, TPL-OS, TPL-DEV, LLL-Hardware, and others are caused by UC. Some components are only compatible for specific environments. For example, TensorFlow only supports 64-bit Python shown in Figure 10. Google TPU does not support some graph operations when using TensorFlow [15].

Finding 17: For compatibility issues caused by VMCL, 67.4% of forward-incompatible issues were fixed by changing the TPL version, while 89.9% of backward-incompatible issues were repaired by changing the code. In addition, 74.0% of issues caused by VMLL were fixed by version change.

Finding 18: For compatibility issues caused by UC, 72.0% of forward-incompatible issues were fixed by changing the TPL version, while 88.9% of backward-incompatible issues were repaired by changing the code. In contrast, 73.0% of issues caused by UC were fixed by version change.

4.2.2 Solutions. By analyzing the 352 issues, we identified the following two common fixing strategies that developers often use to solve DL compatibility issues, covering 330 issues. Note that some issues can be fixed by more than one solution.

- **Version Change.** The issue was fixed by changing the version of a component.
- **Code Change.** The issue was fixed by changing the code, mainly including changing API, changing the import statement, and changing the build file.

Finding 16: 14.8% of DL compatibility issues are caused by VMCRL, of which 88.5% are related to TPL-LLL.

(3) Root Cause 3: Version Mismatch Between Compiled and Runtime Libraries (VMCRL). There are 52 (14.8%) DL compatibility issues caused VMCRL. Among them, 46 issues are related to TPL-LLL, while among the rest, five issues are TPL-TPL and one issue are LLL-LLL. Compilation and execution are two separate processes, which are often conducted by different developers, especially for the releases of TPL binaries. Thus, when executing a compiled binary, it is difficult to configure required libraries, if there is no guidance provided.
Table 8: Library API Evolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Extract TPL API</th>
<th>Extract TPL API Match API</th>
<th>Select Changes</th>
<th>Repair API</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PyCompat</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROFinder</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLG4j</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smartPip</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyCRE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Detection and Repair of Dependency Conflicts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Infer TPL</th>
<th>Infer Python</th>
<th>Infer LLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PyFix</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyenviron</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartEgo</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyCompat</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DockerizeMe</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyDFix</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

API version of Numpy that TensorFlow compiled against is 0xb, not installed 0xa [18]. Upgrading the Numpy version fixed the issue.

Finding 18: Most (70.4%) of the issues caused by UC and all VMCR-induced issues were solved by changing the component version.

5 RQ3: TOOL SURVEY

We conducted a tool survey to study the current research on automated addressing DL compatibility issues.

Tool Selection Criteria and Study Approach. We collected a total of 1,779 research papers from the top SE conferences, i.e., ICSE, ASE, and FSE, published in ACM Proceedings over the past five years (18-22). To ensure up-to-date information, we also included the accepted papers of ICSE 2023, which were available on the official website prior to our submission.

- First, we reviewed the 1,779 collected papers to identify papers that meet the following filtering criteria: (1) The paper introduces a tool specifically designed to address issues related to Python AND (dependency conflicts OR API evolution OR compatibility issues); (2) The tool is readily available for download and use. Through this process, we extracted nine papers.
- Next, we continued the identification process by examining the references and citations of the nine papers obtained in the first step, applying the same filtering criteria. At this stage, we identified additional five papers and one tool.
- Finally, we extracted a total of 15 tools, consisting of 14 papers and one tool from GitHub. We classified these tools into two categories, i.e., library API evolution, detection and repair of dependency conflicts, as shown in Table 8 and Table 9, respectively.

Two authors independently reviewed and identified all the papers. The inter-rater agreement was measured using Cohen’s kappa coefficient, which exceeded 95% after their inspection. In cases of inconsistency, a third author participated in the discussion to reach a consensus and finalize the results. Besides, we also configured and executed these tools to evaluate their functionality.

Tool Survey Results. The tools listed in Table 8 that are related to library API evolution, can be categorized into two main approaches: static and dynamic. The static approach involves establishing a knowledge base of library API evolution histories using manual or semi-automatic techniques. The Python project source code is then parsed to extract the invoked APIs through AST. The extracted APIs are subsequently matched against the library APIs stored in the prebuilt knowledge base. For example, MLCatchUp [60], DLocator [109], PyCompat [129], and APIsScanner [103] employ the static method to identify deprecated APIs or APIs with breaking changes in Python projects. Dynamic methods are used by tools like AexPy [44] and Relancer [131]. AexPy uses dynamic reflection to infer the types, parameters, aliases, and inheritance, making the API evolution knowledge base more comprehensive. Relancer adopts an iterative approach by executing code snippets in Jupyter Notebook and iteratively repairing deprecated APIs based on the runtime error messages.

Besides, tools (Table 9) for resolving dependency conflicts in Python programs can be divided into static and dynamic approaches. In the static method, the dependency relationships between libraries and their required versions are collected from platforms such as the Python-PyPI repository and Libraries.io. Tools like PyEgo [124], PyCRE [42], DockerizeMe [63], and Watchman [111] convert this collected data into a dependency knowledge graph. Then they parse the project’s AST to identify the resources (e.g., APIs) utilized by libraries and use these resources as query conditions. By designing appropriate traversal algorithms, they resolve the dependencies or version conflicts of libraries in the project by traversing the knowledge graph. smartPip [106] extracts version constraints between TPLs from a prebuilt knowledge base. These constraints are then transformed into satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) expressions. By solving these SMT expressions, smartPip effectively resolves version dependencies between TPLs. pipreqs [52] and SnifferDog [110] adopt a different approach. They first parse the project’s AST to extract the APIs used. Then they compare these APIs with the entries in a prebuilt database to infer the corresponding TPLs used in the project. Dynamic methods are also employed by tools such as V2 [64] and PyDFix [84]. V2 builds on DockerizeMe [63] and uses runtime error messages to narrow down the search space for candidate TPLs. PyDFix tackles dependency issues in large Python projects by running the project’s build process (e.g., pip install and python setup.py) and analyzing the dependency errors found in the build log.

Finding 19: Of the six tools related to library API evolution, none of them can fully realize the entire automation process from detection to repair of DL compatibility issues caused by API incompatibility. For the resolution of dependency conflicts in Python programs, nine tools attempt to fix compatibility issues induced by TPL-TPL, but only a few of them can infer the incompatibilities caused by the Python interpreter versions and system libraries. Currently, none of them can detect and fix compatibility issues caused by CUDA/cuDNN which are commonly used in DL systems.

6 DISCUSSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

6.1 Comparison with Traditional Software

Python Programs. In Python programs, compatibility issues arise primarily from API incompatibility [44, 129] and dependency conflicts between libraries [42, 124]. Since our study focuses on Python-based DL systems (as defined in Section 2), CORE-TPL and TPL-TPL are the most common types (57.7%) of compatibility issues in this domain. DL systems, characterized by their data-driven nature, demand substantial computational resources (e.g., GPUs and TPUs), to
expedite model training. DL frameworks rely heavily on low-level libraries, particularly CUDA and cuDNN, to take advantage of the computational capabilities of GPUs. As a result, compatibility issues can arise between DL libraries and the underlying components, especially within DL systems. Notably, TPL-LLL, TPL-Hardware, and LLL-Hardware are common types in DL systems, accounting for 24.4% of the total compatibility issues.

**Android Applications.** In Android applications, compatibility issues are mainly related to variations in device/platform configurations [113, 115], evolutionary changes in the OS [80, 117], and callback compatibility [65]. Similar to our findings, compatibility issues in Android occur during both the installation and execution/runtime stages [37]. During installation, the majority of failures are due to applications using library functions that are not supported by the underlying architecture. Meanwhile, runtime crashes often stem from API incompatibility at different levels resulting from OS evolution. There are significant differences in compatibility issues between Android applications and DL systems. For Android applications, compatibility issues are primarily caused by fragmentation, where certain versions of the Android OS can only run on certain devices. On the other hand, in DL systems, incompatibility with hardware devices often occurs due to version mismatch between the DL framework and the underlying hardware (TPL-Hardware). Another difference is the nature of breaking changes. In Android, breaking changes typically result from the evolution of the OS. In contrast, DL systems exhibit greater independence at the OS level, with fewer dependencies on specific OS versions. Besides, the API changes are primarily driven by library evolution.

**Web Applications.** Compatibility issues in web applications encompass various aspects, including cross-browser compatibility [82], and web API evolution-related compatibility [73, 123]. The first type is specific to web applications. In addition to disruptive changes such as adding or removing methods and parameters, API evolution in web applications often involves issues like unsupported request access and API access restrictions. These issues, specific to web API evolution, have not been observed in DL systems [96].

**Others.** Linux system compatibility is mainly reflected in kernel version compatibility [56], application version compatibility [89, 95], and system API call compatibility [34]. The root cause of these compatibility issues often stems from the differences in the versions of these components. To maintain backward compatibility, Linux developers often choose to rename old APIs, e.g., from vm86() to vm86o1d() [34]. Besides, similar to DL systems, compatibility issues in Java software systems mainly include API evolution and component compatibility [69]. However, Java software systems put more emphasis on maintaining backward compatibility of components compared to our study, which considers both forward and backward compatibility. In addition, the peculiarities of the Java language, such as the explicit specification of class and method modifiers [116], result in API evolution patterns that differ from those observed in DL systems.

In summary, compatibility issues in DL systems differ from those in traditional software due to their unique characteristics and requirements. Generalizations about traditional software may not be directly applicable to DL systems.

### 6.2 Implications

#### Ensuring Consistency Between API Usage and Installed Library Versions.

A large proportion of DL compatibility issues are caused by API incompatibility, especially the CORE-TPL and TPL-TPL (Findings 1, 2, and 12). DL developers should pay attention to the consistency between the used APIs and the installed library version. In particular, when encountering exceptions such as `AttributeError`, `ImportError`, and `TypeError` during execution (Finding 14), developers are suggested to consider the potential compatibility issues. For issues caused by the API invocation between TPL and TPL, a common practice is to reinstall the libraries that satisfy the version constraints. We suggest using tools like PyEgo [124] to resolve the version conflicts between TPLs (Finding 19).

#### Early Determination of Component Versions.

Due to the data-driven nature of DL, these systems rely heavily on high-performance computing resources (e.g., GPUs) to accelerate the model training process, resulting in a high proportion of TPL-LLL, TPL-Hardware, and LLL-Hardware issues (Findings 3, 5, and 8). Such dependencies often lead to breaking impact (Findings 10 and 11). Therefore, to maintain the correct configuration of DL systems, developers should carefully examine the official documents to determine the appropriate versions of components. For example, the tested compatible versions of CUDA/cuDNN for different TensorFlow versions [102], the compatible versions between CUDA/cuDNN and drivers [87], and the GPU architectures [94].

#### Challenges in Automated Detection and Repair of API Evolution Issues.

1. **Construct API Mappings:** Two types of mappings need to be established. The first mapping is between the API calls in the project and their corresponding definitions in TPL. Current approaches mainly rely on matching the API names. For example, DLocator [109] formats all API calls into a fully qualified name format (i.e., `A.B.C.API_Name`) to represent the hierarchical structure of the API path. The goal is to eliminate the impact of aliases and allow for accurate mapping to the TPL API. However, there are two problems with this approach. First, the Python import mechanism can cause inconsistencies between the actual call path and the actual API path in the source code, especially for complex DL frameworks. For example, the API `torch.load` in PyTorch version 1.5.0 has the real path `torch.serialization.load` in the source code. Other APIs with the same name include `torch.hub.load` and `torch.jit.__init__.load`. This inconsistency leads to multiple match results. Second, complex DL frameworks like PyTorch, which have many built-in APIs compiled in C/C++, often have multiple overloaded APIs. For example, `torch.max` has three overloaded APIs in PyTorch version 1.5.0 [90], making it challenging to determine the correct mapping between the called API and its definition in the TPL. The second mapping involves establishing relationships between TPL APIs across different versions to analyze API evolution. MLCatchUp [60] creates this mapping manually because it is difficult to automate. Mapping becomes particularly challenging when TPL APIs are renamed or removed.

2. **Repair and Verification:** This phase aims to repair and verify the invoked APIs that have breaking changes. However, automatically switching to another API when repairing a specific API fails is a non-trivial task. Sequential code execution makes it difficult to continue the repair process. For example, when Relancer [131] fails to repair the first encountered
Challenges in Automated Detection and Resolution of Incompatible Component Versions. (1) Python Interpreter Identification: Inferring the specific version of the Python interpreter is currently done using the Python standard libraries and syntax features employed in Python projects [124]. However, this approach becomes challenging when projects don’t use standard libraries or when explicit syntax features are absent. (2) Low-level Library Depend-ency Identification: Resolving compatibility issues that arise from low-level libraries such as CUDA/cuDNN, which depend on specific GPU hardware models, poses significant difficulties and may require low-level code dependence analysis [99, 100]. (3) OS-specific Dependency Identification: Addressing compatibility issues stemming from TPL-OS interactions is a non-trivial task.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal Threat. The main internal threat comes from the subjective bias and error in the manual classification and labeling of DL compatibility issues. We followed the open coding method in classi-fication and constantly optimized the classification according to the iterative rounds. To minimize subjective bias, two authors inde-pendently classified the posts, compared their results, and resolved any inconsistencies through discussion with a third author until a consensus was reached. Besides, we tried to reproduce the reported issues to facilitate the classification process. Moreover, the dataset is publicly available for further investigation and replication.

External Threat. Our dataset is sourced exclusively from the SO, without incorporating data from other sources. This poses a potential threat to the generalizability of our findings. Besides, our study relies on the selection of 12 keywords to filter the data. However, this approach may inadvertently exclude relevant posts, thus intro-ducing a potential bias. To alleviate this threat, we selected six common keywords related to Python program exceptions, which covered about 54.4% of the 3,072 posts. Moreover, the inclusion of posts related to Theano, a discontinued DL library, may limit the applicability of our results. However, there are only 16 compatibility posts tagged with Theano, which is a relatively small proportion.

8 RELATED WORK

Empirical Study on DL Bugs. The characteristics of various DL bugs have been widely studied, e.g., DL bugs taxonomy [39, 45, 67, 68, 86, 108, 127], cloud API misuse [105], DL job failures [125], performance issues [38, 81], development and deployment faults [40, 41, 126], DL libraries and compiler bugs [46, 70, 79, 93], and model optimization bugs [57]. For example, Yang et al. [122] conducted an analysis of DL bugs on Github and found that certain bugs were the result of API evolution and incorrect configurations. Zhang et al. [125] highlighted that API in DL frameworks can lead to failures in DL jobs. However, these studies did not specifically focus on compatibility issues. Our paper comprehensively analyzes the characteristics of DL compatibility issues.

Analysis of API Evolution in Python Libraries. Many studies focus on the analyzing API evolution [91, 128, 129], detecting and evaluating API changes [35, 44, 60, 103, 109] in Python projects. Zhang et al. [129] conducted the first large-scale and fine-grained study of the evolution patterns of Python libraries. Du et al. [44] proposed AexPy, an API-model-based approach that outperforms existing tools in detecting breaking changes in Python libraries. Repairing Dependency Conflicts in Python Programs. Various studies have focused on automating the detection and resolution of dependency conflicts between TPLs in Python projects [42, 63, 64, 84, 106, 110, 111, 124]. The state-of-the-art, PyEgo, proposed by Ye et al. [124], automatically resolves compatibility issues related to the Python interpreter, TPLs, and system libraries. Compatibility Issues in other Software Systems. Compatibility issues have been widely studied in Android apps [37, 65, 66, 78, 80, 92, 97, 101, 113, 114, 117]. Many studies focus on detecting deprecated APIs [61, 74, 76, 77, 126], and developing tools to resolve compatibility issues [48, 58, 59, 72, 75, 115]. For example, Zhao et al. [130] proposed RepairDroid, a tool designed to address three types of compatibility issues in Android apps: OS-induced, device-specific, and inter-callback compatibility issues. Besides, the continuous evolution of web APIs and client apps often leads to compatibility issues related to API evolution and cross-browser behavior [73, 82, 96, 123]. Furthermore, several studies have been conducted to investigate compatibility issues in other domains, such as Linux [34, 56, 89, 95], Java [69, 116], C/C++ [71], and JavaScript [85]. Our study presents the first comprehensive empirical study of compatibility issues in DL systems, distinguishing it from previous research on traditional software.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conducted the first comprehensive empirical study to characterize compatibility issues in DL systems. We identified 352 DL compatibility issues from 3,072 Stack Overflow posts. By analyzing these issues, we proposed a taxonomy of DL compatibility issues and learned their manifestation stages and symptoms. We further summarized three root causes and two common fixing strategies. Moreover, we conducted a tool survey to investigate the current research state on automated detection and repair tools for DL compatibility issues. We believe that this study can provide researchers and practitioners with a better understanding of DL compatibility issues and facilitate future research in related areas. In the future, we plan to leverage the findings to develop tools for detecting and repairing DL compatibility issues.

10 DATA AVAILABILITY

The replication package and the dataset are publicly available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8207011.
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